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The Wild Swans Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. Who wrote "The Wild Swans" fairy tale?

The Grimm Brothers

Charles Perrault

Hans Christian Andersen

2. What “The Wild Swans” is about?

It is about wicked sorceress who turned the princess into a frog, and about princes who turned into wild
swans and were looking for the princess.
It is about Elisa who saved her brothers from the wicked stepmother’s magic

It is about Elisa who beat a wicked wizard and found her brothers in the forest.
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3. How many sons did the king have?

11

7

5

4. What is the name of the main heroine in Andersen’s “The Wild Swans”?

Elsa

Elisa

Ellie

5. What was a small princess’ bench made of?

It was made of plate glass

It was made of diamonds

It was made of silver

6. What was Elisa like in “The Wild Swans” fairy tale?

She was kind but not very brave

She was self-sacrificing and tender

She was funny and carefree

7. How much money was paid for the book Elisa read?

One hundred million for a book

A lot of money for a book

The Kingdom for a book

8. Who did the King marry?

The King married a countrywoman

The King married an evil queen

The King married a kind girl

9. What treat did the King’s new wife prepare for princes and the princess?
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Ice cream and fruit lemonade

Cakes and muffins

A teacup with sand

10. Where was the little princess brought up?

She was brought up in the special school for princesses

She was brought up by small farmers in the country

She was brought up by her fairy godmother living in the nearby town
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The Wild Swans Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. Who wrote "The Wild Swans" fairy tale?
  Hans Christian Andersen
  2. What “The Wild Swans” is about?
  It is about Elisa who saved her brothers from the wicked stepmother’s magic
  3. How many sons did the king have?
  11
  4. What is the name of the main heroine in Andersen’s “The Wild Swans”?
  Elisa
  5. What was a small princess’ bench made of?
  It was made of plate glass
  6. What was Elisa like in “The Wild Swans” fairy tale?
  She was self-sacrificing and tender
  7. How much money was paid for the book Elisa read?
  The Kingdom for a book
  8. Who did the King marry?
  The King married an evil queen
  9. What treat did the King’s new wife prepare for princes and the princess?
  A teacup with sand
  10. Where was the little princess brought up?
  She was brought up by small farmers in the country
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